
Recover deleted business files quickly and easily

Every year, US businesses lose an estimated $18.2 billion to data loss. Software corruption, hardware 
failure and human error can lead to the loss of valuable documents, spreadsheets, presentations and 
other files – leading to lost sales, disruption of business and an impact to the bottom line.

Recuva Business Edition is your best defense against data loss. The wizard quickly and easily find files on 
your drives. Or, use the power mode to gain full control over all settings. Either way, you’ve got the power 
of Recuva to get your files back. Our priority technical support team is ready to answer any questions you 
may have. Safeguard your files and keep your business moving forward with Recuva.

RECUVA BUSINESS EDITION HIGHLIGHTS

DATASHEETBUSINESS EDITION

1.  Recuva Business Edition 
provides a list of all deleted files 
it finds, including their
original location, probability of 
successful recovery, and a file 
preview (for images).

3.  Insert a filetype or select a 
category to find files you 
want - faster.

2.  Save time by specifying the 
location for Recuva Business 
Edition to search. It can recover
files from memory cards, iPods 
and iPads, the recycle bin, and 
even virtual disks.
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RECUVA BUSINESS EDITION – RECOVER VALUABLE FILES FAST

Prevent downtime
Almost every business document is mission-critical in its own way. You have to be able to count on your 
documents and files being there when you need them. Recuva Business Edition makes recovering 
accidentally deleted files quick and easy, so you can get right back to work.

Take a snapshot to prevent further loss
Once you’ve deleted a file, it’s only a matter of time until Windows overwrites its traces on a drive.
Recuva enables you to create a virtual disk image containing all of those traces and fragments so you’re 
safeguarded against future data loss.

Backup your backups
Restoration from backups is slow! Getting a file back from an enterprise backup system could take hours. 
Recuva restores files in seconds and protects you from losing changes made between backups.

Support retention policies
Sometimes files aren’t just mission-critical, they’re also the law. By recovering accidentally deleted or
corrupted files, Recuva Business Edition can help you stay compliant with business rules or legislation.

FEATURES

Recover from damaged or
reformatted drives
Many file recovery utilities can only recover files 
that users deleted or Windows erased. Recuva 
also recovers files from damaged or 
newly-reformatted drives. Greater flexilibity 
means a greater chance of file recovery success.

Deep scan
Windows doesn’t know about every deleted 
file on its drives – just the most recent. 
That’s why Recuva also has a deep scan 
mode that scours drives to find any trace
of files deleted at any time.

Scan contents
Sometimes you don’t remember the file 
name but you’ll remember a phrase or topic. 
No problem – Recuva enables you to scan 
text anywhere within a deleted file.

Securely overwrite deleted files
Sometimes you don’t want to recover a 
confidential file – you want it gone for good. 
Recuva’s secure overwrite feature uses 
industry- and military-standard deletion 
techniques to make sure that unwanted 
erased files stay erased.
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Virtual hard drive support
If the deleted file you’re looking for is 
stashed away in a virtual hard drive (VHD), 
don’t worry – Recuva can find it. Recuva 
also supports creating and restoring to 
VHDs, so it can recover files to the same 
drive without you having to worry about 
overwriting file fragments in the process.

Priority technical support
Recuva Business Edition comes with 
priority technical support by email, and our 
support representatives are trained in 
supporting small- to medium-sized 
businesses just like yours. They will resolve 
any issues in a quick and friendly manner.

Recuva is an excellent choice
for anyone in need of
reliable file recovery

CNET

Recuva is e�ortless to use, with an 
attractive interface that you can 

navigate easily
About.com

Even after the Recycle Bin, your files 
may still be salvagable. This is a piece 
of mind that every PC user should be 
able to experience and fall back on

Daily Telegraph

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Recuva Business Edition is fully tested and compatible with the following operating systems:

•    Windows 10 (all editions, including 64-bit)

•    Windows 8/8.1 (all editions, including 64-bit)

•    Windows 7 (all editions, including 64-bit)

•    Windows Vista (all editions, including 64-bit)

•    Windows XP (all 32-bit and 64-bit)

•    Windows 2003, 2008 and 2008 R2 server
     (all editions)
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